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Several observations may be made upon this Szogyeny
telegram, which is somewhat confused, inaccurate, and
repetitiouSo
 (1)	In the 4th paragraph it is not at all clear whether
"demselberi" means "to England" or "to Vienna."  The two
ablest French and German experts, Renouvin and Mont-
gelas, interpret it to mean "to England"; but if so, Szogyeny
was contradicting the essential notion expressed in his first
three paragraphs.   If it means "to Vienna," Szogyeny's
statement is contradicted by the fact that the German Gov-
ernment never declared in Vienna "that it would in no wise
endorse jto Austria-Hungary such attempts at intervention."
 (2)	In the 5th paragraph it is not clear to what Szogyeny
refers.   England expressed no wish for "the modification
of the Note to Serbia" on July 26 ("Yesterday").   This
may be a confusion in Szogyeny's mind with Grey's request
of July 25 (not "Yesterday"), received in Berlin the same
day, that Germany "may feel able to influence the Austrian
Government to take a favorable view of it," Le., of the
Serbian reply; this request, as Szogyeny states in his 6th
paragraph, was in fact forwarded at once to Tschirschky
in Vienna, and England was so informed.34   Szogyeny can
hardly have been thinking of the English proposal for a
conference of Ambassadors, made at London to Lichnowsky
on July 26 and at Berlin by Goschen on July 27 (both can-
not be "Yesterday"}, which Germany frankly rejected at
once,35 because he sent a report about that later.36
July 28, 9:00 A.M.; A.RJB., II, 68; Gooss, p. 173 ff. The American Dele-
gation at the Versailles Peace Conference cited only the first two para-
graphs of this telegram, which, taken by themselves, give a^ false impres-
sion. For different interpretations of this famous Szogyeny despatch,
see, among others, H. Delbriick, in Preussiscke Jahrbucher, vol. 176, pp*
487-490, June, .1919; Renouvin, pp. 121-126; Montgelas, Leitjaden, p. 176 f.
WBJ)., 115, 149; KJX, 186, notes to 186, and 191a.
 35	See above, ch. viii, at notes 58-69.
 36	Szogyeny to Berchtold, July 28, 7:40 PJM., (some thirty hours afar
the event!)] A.R.B., II, 84:  "The English mediation proposal according
to which Germany, Italy, England and France should come together in

